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Abstract

Social media discussions highlight public concern for wildlife-vehicle collisions (WVCs) inside protected areas. Using a quasi-experimental field trial, we investigated factors affecting the likelihood of WVCs within Pilanesberg National Park, South Africa, and assessed the comparative effectiveness of wildlife-warning signage (WWS) for altering driver behaviour. We laid a dummy snake crosswise on roads across four combinations of habitat and road shape and recorded 10 driver-related variables for 1454 vehicles that passed the dummy snake, including whether there was a collision. An interaction between speeding and driver occupation (staff/visitor) was the best indicator for WVC. When driving below the speed limit, visitors were almost three times more likely than staff to hit the dummy snake. Collision probabilities increased when speeding and became more similar between visitors and staff, although still significantly higher for visitors. We then investigated the effectiveness of roadside signage in modifying driver behaviour by erecting four variations of WWS, depicting a snake or a cheetah, and in photographic or silhouette form. We positioned the dummy snake 100 m or 1 km after the sign and recorded our 10 variables (n = 6400 vehicles). Sixty-one percent of drivers who passed a WWS changed their behaviour when they saw the dummy snake, compared to 37% with no sign present. Further, this behaviour change significantly reduced collisions, where 98% of drivers who changed their behaviour avoided a collision. Finally, an interaction between the animal depicted and distance before the dummy snake affected collisions. A WWS depicting a snake, and placed 100 m before the dummy snake, was most effective at reducing collisions. Our results suggest that drivers adapt their behaviour to signage that portrays smaller animals and awareness retention is low. Ultimately, to reduce WVCs within protected areas, we suggest steeper penalties for speeding and WWS placed in WVC hotpot areas.
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**Introduction**

Roads, and their associated users, are the cause of many negative impacts on wildlife, such as landscape fragmentation (Trombulak & Frissell, 2000; D’Amico et al., 2015), pollution (Rheindt, 2003; van der Ree et al., 2011), and creating barriers for migration (Taylor & Goldingay, 2004; D’Amico et al., 2015) and gene flow (Hels & Buchwald, 2001; Andrews & Gibbons., 2005; Anderson et al., 2010). A further impact is wildlife-vehicle collisions (WVCs) (Forman, 2003; Coffin, 2007), resulting in an animal being injured or killed (roadkill).

Road networks are ever expanding and are an increasing threat within developing countries (Karani, 2008; Keshkamat et al., 2009; Collinson et al., 2015). However, much of the current literature is focussed on developed countries (Fahrig & Rytwinski, 2009; Caro et al., 2014) and, even when focussed on developing countries, concentrated on roadkill occurring on national and regional roads (Coelho et al., 2008; Garriga et al., 2012). Although national parks and nature reserves are custodians of biodiversity, primarily intended to conserve animals, plants, and habitats, as well as biotic processes and functions, roadkill does occur and is of high concern. For example, in Spain, roadkill rates within protected areas are higher than outside due to the higher wildlife diversity and abundance in the former (Garriga et al., 2012).

South Africa holds 23 national parks, protecting only 6.3% of the country’s area but generating significant revenue through tourism (Statistics South Africa, 2015). However, with large numbers of visitors, WVCs commonly occur (Collinson et al., 2017; unpublished data). Tourism is expected to grow significantly in South Africa by 2020 (Statistics South Africa, 2012), leading to more vehicles within protected areas and the potential for more WVCs. Further, recent social media reports have identified the overall public and ecological concern regarding WVCs within South Africa’s protected areas (Supplementary material; Collinson et al., unpublished data). It may be that as vehicle traffic increases, visitor speed may reduce due to congestion and ultimately reduce WVCs as observed on the Yellowhead Highway in Jasper National Park (Bertwistle, 1999). But we must first understand the drivers of WVCs within protected areas.
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Common measures used to reduce the incidence of WVCs are static warning signs (Huijser et al., 2009), traffic calming devices (e.g. speed bumps; Rytwinski et al., 2016), wildlife fencing and eco-passages (e.g., overpasses, underpasses, and tunnels/culverts; Rytwinski et al., 2016). Static warning signage has been found to be largely ineffective since drivers quickly habituate to it and fail to make adequate reductions in speed (Huisjer & McGowan, 2003; Huijser et al., 2009; Huisjer et al., 2015). Wildlife fencing and eco-passages are more successful (Jaeger & Fahrig, 2004), but they are costly and often impractical for implementation within protected areas where wildlife needs to roam naturally and not be impeded by a fence erected by the roadside (Smith, 2003). A public opinion survey to assess effectiveness of current warning signage in Australia showed modification in driving speed when signs were colourful and displayed images from different taxonomic groups (Bond & Jones, 2013). In Florida, USA, picture-based signs proved to be more effective than word-based signs in reducing speed and increasing vehicle braking (Grace et al., 2015). Current South African road signage follows strict guidelines (Road Traffic Management Corporation, 1999) that limit images to a few domestic and wild mammalian species displayed in a mandatory red warning triangle. These signs are static and typically go unheeded (Huijser & McGowan, 2003).

In this study, we used a quasi-experimental field trial to investigate the factors affecting the likelihood of WVCs within a protected area, and to compare the potential effectiveness of photographic and silhouette images to alter driver behaviour and, ultimately, reduce WVCs.

**Materials and Methods**

We conducted this study in the 620 km² Pilanesberg National Park (PNP) between April and July 2017 on dry, sunny days (Fig. 1). PNP is the fourth largest state-run protected area park in South Africa, and the third most visited, receiving approximately 120,000 international and national visitors per year (Pilanesberg, 2018). The park is unique, as it exists within the transition zone between the dry Kalahari and wetter Lowveld vegetation, commonly referred to as "Bushveld" (Mucina & Rutherford, 2006). This transition zone has led to unique assemblages of mammals, birds, and vegetation. The large
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diversity of vertebrates includes 23 amphibian, 65 reptile, ~300 bird, and 61 mammal species (Pilanesberg, 2018). PNP’s public road network is approximately 127 km long, of which 25.4% is paved. The speed limit for both paved and unpaved roads is 40 km/h. A 34-day pilot study revealed a roadkill rate of 0.11 animals/km/day and 0.001 animals/km/day on paved and unpaved roads, respectively (Collinson et al., unpublished data). This was almost two times higher than roadkill rates on paved roads in the southern Kalahari (0.06 roadkill/km/day; Bullock et al., 2011).

Figure 1. Pilanesberg National Park, showing the four sample locations on paved roads within the park.

To investigate the factors affecting WVCs, we laid a plastic, dummy snake in the approximate centre of a road 6 m wide (i.e. 3 m from the edge; Fig. 2) across four combinations of habitat (dense/open) and road shape (straight/curved). This placement allowed sufficient space for a vehicle coming from either direction to avoid the dummy snake but remain on the road. We chose a snake due to their natural basking behaviour, often on roads (Branch, 1998).
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Figure 2. A photograph of the plastic, dummy snake approximately 3 m from the road's edge to assess driver behaviour in Pilanesberg National Park.

For all observations, an observer vehicle was positioned ~100 m from the dummy snake, on the side of the road always facing in the direction of the park gate. Due to this placement, vehicles entering the park would have the vehicle on their right, and vehicles exiting the park would have the vehicle on their left. The vehicle was visible to drivers but, as no one (staff or visitors) was aware of the study, and vehicles are frequently stationary in protected areas, we do not believe that this biased responses. For each vehicle passing the dummy snake (n = 1454), we recorded the following: (1) time period (am/pm) (2) driver head direction (forward/side facing), (3) driver gender (male/female), (4) number of people in the vehicle, (5) speed (speeding/not speeding), (6) direction of travel (entry/exit), (7) occupation (staff/visitor), (8) vehicle type (SUV/bakkie/truck/bus/game viewer), (9) change in behaviour in response to the dummy snake (slow down/stop/swerve/no response) and (10) whether the vehicle hit the snake. Prior to the trials, observer ability to determine whether a vehicle was speeding or not was tested against the actual speed of a control vehicle until 90% accuracy was achieved.
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We then assessed the effectiveness of wildlife-warning signage of four variations depicting either a snake or a cheetah in either photograph or silhouette form (Fig. 3). We chose these animals based on a social media survey of members (n = 235) of the Endangered Wildlife Trust’s Facebook page (EWT, 2018), who identified cheetahs as most likely to change driver behaviour and snakes as least likely (Supplementary Material), and as we were using a dummy snake in the experiment. We repeated the above collision experiment, using two wildlife-warning sides erected on both sides of the road (one facing in each direction), positioning the dummy snake either 100 m or 1 km after the warning sign and recording the same variables (n = 10) for a further 6400 vehicles.

Figure 3. The four sign images used in the study, (a) snake photograph, (b), cheetah photograph, (c), snake silhouette and (d) cheetah silhouette.

Statistical analysis

To investigate factors affecting WVCs, we created 45 candidate generalised linear models with a binomial distribution. We set collision as the response (hit = 1, miss = 0), and the remaining variables, plus two-way interactions, as fixed effects predictors. We then used a two-proportions z-test to assess significance between proportions.

To explore the effect of wildlife-warning signage on driver behaviour, we ran a generalised linear model with a binomial distribution. We set change in behaviour in response to the dummy snake as the response (yes/no) and presence of a sign as a fixed effects predictor. We also set the direction of
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travel (entry/exit), and its interaction with presence of a sign, to investigate if the sign location had an effect on the driver response. To explore the effect of changing driver behaviour on collisions, we ran another generalised linear model with a binomial distribution. We set collision (yes/no) as the response and change in behaviour as a fixed effects predictor.

To assess which behavioural response was most effective in reducing collisions when a driver changed their behaviour, we ran a generalised linear model with a binomial distribution. We set collision as the response variable (yes/no) and the behavioural response (slow/stop/swerve) as a fixed effects predictor. Finally, to investigate which sign reduced collisions most effectively, we created a further six candidate generalised linear models with a binomial distribution. We set collision as the response variable (yes/no), and animal depicted, distance, and image type, plus two-way interactions, as fixed effects predictors. We then used a two-proportions z-test to assess significance between proportions.

We assessed collinearity between independent explanatory variables prior to analysis using variance inflation factors (VIF) and Spearman rank correlation tests. Where high levels of correlation (Spearman’s rho > 0.5) were found between variables, one was discarded from analysis, ensuring that all variables had VIF values below 2 in the final statistical models. Vehicle type was correlated with occupation, thus we dropped vehicle type from all models. To identify the best model(s), we used model selection based on Akaike information criterion (AICc) and identified top models where delta AICc ≤ 2, following Burnham and Anderson (2003). We performed all statistical analyses and created all figures in RStudio v 1.1.419 (Team, 2017) for Windows, using functions in the packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2014) and MuMIn (Barton, 2017).

Results

An interaction between speeding and occupation was the best indicator of collision, explaining 98% of the variation (Table 1). When driving below the speed limit, visitors were three times more likely to hit the dummy snake than were staff, with a collision probability of 0.19 for visitors and 0.07 for staff ($\chi^2_{(1)} = 8.690, p = 0.003$; Fig. 4). When speeding, visitors and staff had similar collision probabilities (0.33
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and 0.26, respectively; Fig. 4), but the probability of staff hitting the dummy snake was still significantly less ($\chi^2(1) = 155.74$, $p<0.001$; Fig. 4).

Table 1. The five top-ranking candidate models used to investigate factors affecting wildlife collisions. The top model is indicated in bold, where delta AICc $\leq 2$. For the full table showing all results of the 45 candidate models see supplementary material Table S1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>LogLikelihood</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>delta AICc</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Occupation*Speed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-670.26</td>
<td>1348.54</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Habitat*Occupation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-673.00</td>
<td>1358.05</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Direction*Occupation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-675.20</td>
<td>1358.42</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Occupation*Road</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-676.20</td>
<td>1360.44</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Head*Occupation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-676.99</td>
<td>1362.01</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Proportion of wildlife collisions by (a) visitors, and (b) staff when speeding or not speeding.
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The presence of a wildlife-warning sign (Z = 16.153, p<0.001; Fig. 5a), plus the direction of travel (Z = 9.237, p<0.001; Fig. 5b) affected driver behaviour in response to the dummy snake. There was no interaction between sign presence and direction of travel (Z = -1.279, p=0.201). When no sign was present, 37% of drivers changed their behaviour in response to the dummy snake. Contrastingly, 61% of drivers who had passed a warning sign changed their behaviour when they saw the dummy snake. When exiting the park, 62% of drivers changed their behaviour in response to the dummy snake, compared to the 52% of drivers who changed their behaviour when entering the park. Further, changing behaviour in response to the dummy snake significantly reduced collisions (Z = -29.190, p<0.001; Fig. 6a). Less than 2% of drivers who changed their behaviour hit the dummy snake, compared to the 36% of drivers who did not change their behaviour. When a driver responded by changing their behaviour, swerving was more effective in reducing hits than slowing down or stopping completely (Z = 4.762, p<0.001; Fig. 6b).

Figure 5. Proportion of drivers who change their behaviour in response to the dummy snake (a) after viewing warning sign, and (b) when entering or exiting the park.
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Figure 6. Proportion of wildlife collisions (a) when driver behaviour is changed upon sight of the dummy snake, and (b) following a change in behaviour.

An interaction between the animal depicted and distance before the dummy snake affected collisions, explaining 95% of the variation (Table 2). A wildlife-warning sign depicting a snake, and placed 100 m before the dummy snake, was most effective at reducing collisions (Fig. 7). When the sign was placed 100 m before the dummy snake, it was less likely to be hit if the sign depicted a snake ($\chi^2_{1} = 16.446, p<0.001$; Fig. 7), but there was no difference in collision probability between images when the sign was placed 1 km before the dummy snake ($\chi^2_{1} = 0.061, p = 0.805$; Fig. 7).

Table 2. The six candidate models used to investigate which sign was most effective at reducing wildlife collisions. The top model is indicated in bold, where delta AICc ≤ 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>LogLikelihood</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>Delta AICc</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Animal*Distance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2383.87</td>
<td>4775.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Distance*Image</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2387.12</td>
<td>4782.26</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Animal*Image</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2388.90</td>
<td>4785.80</td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2390.95</td>
<td>4785.89</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Animal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2391.49</td>
<td>4786.98</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2395.83</td>
<td>4795.67</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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![Fig 7](image)

**Figure 7.** Proportion of wildlife collisions based on animal depicted in the sign at (a) 100 m, and (b) 1 km.

**Discussion**

Wildlife-vehicle collisions (WVCs) are of increasing concern within protected areas (Collinson pers. comm.). Our results show that visitors to national parks are more likely to cause WVCs than are staff, but this probability becomes similar – and higher overall – when the driver is speeding. We also show that changing behaviour in response to an animal in the road reduces WVCs, and appropriate warning signs can increase awareness of potential animals in the road over a short distance.

Staff are more familiar with driving within a protected area and are more likely to be looking at the road as opposed to game viewing (i.e. head side-facing). To our knowledge, no surveys have been undertaken that examine differences between staff and visitor driving behaviour within protected areas. Ad hoc reports via social media and personal communications (Collinson, 2017; unpublished data) have surmised that staff are most likely to cause WVCs, but our study is the first to investigate this specifically. However, our results show that, even when speeding, staff were less likely to cause WVCs than visitors. This is supported by many other studies showing that speeding contributes to WVCs (Gunther et al., 1998; Bertwistle, 1999; Dique et al., 2003; Hobday & Minstrell, 2008), most likely due...
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to a reduced ability to respond once the animal is seen. Our results also show that altering driver
behaviour reduces WVCs, and so, mechanisms that increase awareness of small animals on the road are
likely to result in fewer collisions (Huijser & McGowan, 2003; Seiler & Helldin, 2006; Grace et al.,
2015). Drivers exiting the park were more likely to change their behaviour in response to the dummy
snake than those entering, but we found no interaction between direction of travel and the location of
the sign depicted. The location of the sign did not affect driver’s response to it, and drivers were more
likely to change their behaviour when exiting the park. This is likely due to more focus on the road than
on game viewing when exiting. In this study, we found that swerving was the most effective driver
response in reducing WVCs. Although considered a dangerous response when driving on national roads
with high speed limits and high traffic volumes, this response is more acceptable in a national park
where speed limits and traffic volumes are low, and vehicles stopped in the road are common. As a
result, we suggest that drivers in a protected area safely move around animals in the road to avoid
WVCs.

Warning signs were more effective when placed 100 m before the dummy snake compared to
1 km. Driver memory and recall of wildlife-warning signage is poor (Fisher, 1992), and frequent
signage leads to habituation, and therefore the placement of the signage can be critical for messages to
be conveyed, understood, and retained by drivers (Gordon et al., 2004). It is suggested that where
drivers are novel to a region, signs maintain effectiveness over time (Hobday & Minstrell, 2008), which
may be applicable for tourists visiting protected areas irregularly. Rather than frequent signage, we
suggest the identification of WVC hotspots, and signs to be erected as drivers enter these hotspots (Bond
& Jones, 2013).

Our social media survey (Supplementary Material) showed that the public felt they would more
likely reduce WVCs if they saw a sign depicting a cheetah (a charismatic, large mammal), and reported
that a snake (an often disliked and feared reptile) would be least likely to influence their behaviour.
Secco et al. (2014) also demonstrated the dislike for snakes in a developing country (Brazil), where
drivers deliberately hit a snake on the road. In contrast to the public opinion survey, we found that the
sign depicting the snake was most effective at reducing WVCs, especially when placed closer to the
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dummy snake. As snakes often utilise paved roads to bask (Branch, 1998), we postulate that a sign depicting a snake prompts drivers to be aware of snakes and other small animals on the road, compared to the cheetah which may divert attention to the search of large mammals (Gordon et al., 2004; Rytwinski et al., 2016; Grace et al., 2017). It may also be that the drivers were less likely to hit a snake after passing a warning sign depicting a snake and, consequently, successful avoidance may be a result of image recognition. We suggest further investigation to fully understand this effect.

Throughout this study, the observer vehicle was visible to drivers, although we are confident that our results reflect natural behaviour as we were a distance away from the experiment (100 m) and vehicles are often stationary in protected areas. Furthermore, the vehicle was always parked on the same side of the road, facing the same direction. As direction of travel (entry/exit) was not significant in affecting WVC in this study, we do not believe that the location of the observer vehicle impacted WVC. We do acknowledge that the observer vehicle may be a potential limitation of the study, but unfortunately, it was not possible to hide the observer completely within a national park with off-road restrictions and wildlife that may be dangerous to observers on foot. High-tech solutions for remote data collection, for example real-time video surveillance, should be explored to better understand and control for this source of potential bias.

Despite the limited evidence of their effectiveness, wildlife-warning signs are the most commonly implemented mitigation measure of WVCs due to their low cost (Huijser et al., 2009; Rytwinski et al., 2016). Therefore, improving the potential effectiveness of this inexpensive option may aid in reducing the impacts of WVCs, as well as improving motorist safety (Huijser et al., 2009). Furthermore, limiting these impacts may be particularly important where road mortalities to wildlife contribute to local population declines, if the landscape is unsuitable for other mitigation options (as may be the case in protected areas), or when funds are unavailable for more effective mitigation. In order to reduce WVCs within protected areas, we suggest steeper penalties for speeding and campaigns to increase awareness, specifically, with targeted signs placed in WVC hotspots.
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